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Did you know that killer whales are friendly and easily tamed and that horseshoe crabs aren't really

crabs at all? You'll learn these and dozens of other fascinating facts as you help many different

kinds of sea animals search for food, look for places to hide, and hunt each other. Instructions for

navigating 46 different labyrinths are accompanied by captions pointing out intriguing bits of

information about each maze subject. Solutions for "lost" maze travelers are included.
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I was very disappointed in the Maze book when it came. It is so small that a child can't even hold

the pages down in order to follow the mazes. The pages don't stay down and they are so small. Not

for children and my grandkids are 4 & 7. This to me is more for adults that they can stick in a purse

if they want to do puzzles. There were 3 that came together. Now I know why they were so cheap in

price.

My six year old son loves these books and really liked this one in particular because of the size.

This is a smaller, 60+ page book, that's the perfect size for a purse or on long car trips. Highly

recommended!



I gave only 2 stars but the fault lies with me. I didn't carefully read the description and product

details so I didn't realize this is a small - very small- book. I was disappointed when it arrived. I

bought it for my 5 year old grandson and while the mazes look appropriate, I think it might be

difficult for him to maneuver the book size.

I did not read the dimensions of this book but was expecting it to be so small. My 5 year old loves

mazes but she does not use this book because of the size and the fact that it can't flatten out.

I can't argue, for $1.00. My son loves mazes and he got a book full of them. He absolutely adored

the book! So, on one side, if your child likes mazes, these little books are the way to go. Me? I found

them to be pretty much completely simplistic, page after page of random lines and barely any

pictures or stimulation (my son, probably like every 5 year old, loses his focus quickly).But again, for

$1.00, if your child likes mazes, the Dover Little Activity Books (Mazes -- They have a dinosaur one,

and one other I believe) are where it's at!

My almost 5-year-old son loves mazes (he calls them maps). So when I saw these books, I just

knew he would love them! I wasn't expecting them to be as small as they are, but that was my fault

for not looking at the product dimensions. He has already completed the mazes, and we ordered the

product less than a month ago. I would consider them to be at a difficulty level appropriate for kids

ages 4-8. The only thing I wasn't too keen on was the binding. Because the book is so small, and

the binding is so tight, it is difficult to get the book to lay flat-- I had to help him hold the book open

while he completed his mazes.

Good book, but be aware its product size (they should really mention it in the product title): Product

Dimensions: 4.2 x 0.2 x 5.8 inches

Great book for little minds. My granddaughter is almost 6 and really good at mazes'.
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